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In this paper, we prove a version of the typed Böhm theorem onthe linear lambda calculus, which
says, for any given typesA andB, when two different closed termss1 ands2 of A and any closed
termsu1 andu2 of B are given, there is a termt such thatt s1 is convertible tou1 andt s2 is convertible
to u2. Several years ago, a weaker version of this theorem was proved, but the stronger version was
open. As a corollary of this theorem, we prove that ifA has two different closed termss1 ands2, then
A is functionally complete with regard tos1 ands2. So far, it was only known that a few types are
functionally complete.

1 Introduction

This paper is an addendum to the paper [13], which was published several years ago. The previous paper
establishes the following result in the linearλ -calculus:

For any typeA and two different closed termss1 ands2 of typeA, there is a termt such that

ts1 =βηc 0 and ts2 =βηc 1,

where 0≡def λx.λ f .λg. f (g(x)) and 1≡def λx.λ f .λg.g( f (x)).

In [13], the proof net notation for the intuitionistic multiplicative linear logic (for short, IMLL) was
used, but as shown later, the linearλ -calculus can be regarded as a subsystem of IMLL proof nets. In
addition the equality=βηc will be defined precisely later. In this paper, we prove a stronger version of
the previous statement, which is stated as follows:

For any given typesA andB, when two different closed termss1 ands2 of A and any closed
termsu1 andu2 of B are given, there is a termt such that

t s1 =βηc u1 and t s2 =βηc u2 .

The stronger version was an open question in [13]. Note that the strong version is trivially derived from
the weak one in the simply typedλ -calculus, because the calculus allows discard and copy of variables
freely. But the linearλ -calculus officially does not allow these two operations. Sosome technical
devices are required. The basic idea of our solution is to extend the typability by a linear implicational
formula A−◦B to a more liberalized form. We call the extended typabilitypoly-typability, which is a
mathematical formulation of the typing discipline used in [12]. Thanks to the extension, we can prove
Projection Lemma (Lemma 5.1) and Constant Function Lemma (Lemma 5.2), which are the keys to
establish our typed Böhm theorem.
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One application is the functional completeness problem of the linearλ -calculus. It raises the question
about the possibility of Boolean representability in the linearλ -calculus. We prove that any type with
at least two different closed terms is functionally complete. This means that any two-valued functions
can be represented over these two terms. So far, it was only known that a few types have this property.
Our functional completeness theorem liberalizes us from sticking to specific types. This situation is
analogous to that of the degree of freedom about a base choicein linear algebra: linear independence is
enough. Similarly we may choose any different two terms of any type in order to establish the functional
completeness.

The strong typed Böhm theorem gives a general constructionof linear λ -terms that satisfy a given
specification for inputs and outputs. It is expected that useful theorems about linearλ -terms will be
proved by using the theorem further.

Comparison with the case of the simply typed lambda calculus The first proof of the typed Böhm
theorem for the simply typed lambda calculus was given in [17]. The proof is based on thereducibility
theoremin [16] (see also Theorem 3.4.8 in [1]). Our proof proceeds ina similar manner to Statman’s
proof. But the proof of the reducibility theorem is rather complicated, since it uses different operations.
On the other hand, the proof of our analogue, which is Proposition 3.1, is much simpler, because our
proof is based on one simple principle, i.e., linear distributive law (see, e.g., [3])1:

((AOB)⊗C)−◦(AO(B⊗C))

On the other hand, while the final separation argument of Statman’s proof only uses type instantiation,
our proof of Theorem 5.1 needs the notion of poly-types.

2 Typing Rules, Reduction Rules, and an Equational Theory

In this section we give our type assignment system for the linearλ -calculus and discuss some reduction
rules and equivalence relations on the typed terms of the system. Our system is based on the natural
deduction calculus given in [19], which is equivalent to thesystem based on the sequent calculus or
proof nets in [6] (e.g., see [19]). Our notation is the same asthat in [12]: the reader can confirm our
results using an implementation of Standard ML [15].

Types
A ::= ’a | A1*A2 | A1->A2

The symbol’a stands for a type variable. On the other handA1*A2 stands for the tensor productA1⊗A2

andA1->A2 for the linear implicationA1−◦A2 in the usual notation.

Terms We usex,y,z for term variables andr,s,t,u,v,w for general terms.

Linear Typing Contexts A linear typing context is a finite list of pairsx:A such that each variable
occurs in the list once. Usually we use Greek lettersΓ,∆, . . . to denote linear typing contexts.

1For example, this principle includes(((A−◦B)−◦C)−◦D)−◦(A−◦(B−◦C)−◦D), ((A−◦B)⊗C)−◦(A−◦(B⊗C)), and
((A−◦B⊗C)−◦D)−◦(B−◦(A−◦C)−◦D). This observation was the starting point of Proposition 3.1.
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Type Assignment System

x:A ⊢ x:A

Γ,x:A,y:B,∆ ⊢ t:C

Γ,y:B,x:A,∆ ⊢ t:C

x:A,Γ ⊢ t:B

Γ ⊢ fn x=>t:A->B

Γ ⊢ t : A->B ∆ ⊢ s:A

Γ,∆ ⊢ ts:B

Γ ⊢ s:A ∆ ⊢ t:B

Γ,∆ ⊢ (s,t):A*B

Γ ⊢ s:A*B x:A,y:B,∆ ⊢ t:C

Γ,∆ ⊢ let val (x,y)=s in t end:C

In addition we assume that for each term variable, if an occurrence of the variable appears in a sequent
in a term derivation, then the number of the occurrences in the sequent is exactly two. For a termt the
set of bound variables BV(t) is defined recursively as follows:

• BV(x) = /0,

• BV(s t) = BV((s,t)) = BV(t)∪BV(s),

• BV(fn x=>t) = {x}∪BV(t),

• BV(let val (x,y)=s in t end) = {x,y}∪BV(s)∪BV(t).

The set of free variables oft, denoted by FV(t) is the complement of the set of variables int with
respect to BV(t). The function declaration
fun f x1 x2 · · · xn = t

is interpreted as the following term:
f = fn x1=>fn x2=> · · · =>fn xn=>t

Below we consider only closed terms (i.e. combinators)
⊢ t:A.

Term Reduction Rules Two of our reduction rules are
(β1): (fn x=>t)s ⇒β1

t[s/x]

(β2): let val (x,y)=(u,v) in w end ⇒β2
w[u/x,v/y]

Then note that if a functionf is defined by
fun f x1 x2 · · · xn = t

and
x1:A1,...,xn:An|-t:B, |-t1:A1, . . ., |-tn:An

then, we have
f t1 · · · tn ⇒∗

β1
t[t1/x1,. . .,tn/xn] .

We denote the reflexive transitive closure of a relationRby R∗. In the following→β denotes the congru-
ent (one-step reduction) relation generated by the two reduction rules above and the following contexts:

C[] = []
∣
∣ C[]t

∣
∣ tC[]

∣
∣ (t,C[])

∣
∣ (C[], t)

∣
∣ fn x=>C[]

∣
∣ let val (x, y) =C[] in t end

∣
∣ let val (x, y) = t inC[] end

We define the set of variables captured by a contextC[], denoted by CV(C[]) recursively:

• CV([]) = /0,

• CV(C[] t) = CV(tC[]) = CV((t,C[])) = CV((C[],t)) = CV(C[]),

• CV(fn x=>C[]) = {x}∪CV(C[]),

• CV(let val (x,y) =C[] in t end) = CV(C[]),
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• CV(let val (x,y) = t inC[] end) = {x,y}∪CV(C[]).

The set of free variables of a contextC[], denoted by FV(C[]) is defined similarly to that of a termt.
In order to establish a full and faithful embedding from linear λ -terms into IMLL proof nets, we

introduce further reduction rules. Basically we follow [11], but note that a simpler presentation is given
than that of [11], following a suggestion of an anonymous referee. The following areη-rules:
(η1): fn x=>(t x) ⇒η1 t

(η2): let val (x,y) = t in (x,y) ⇒η2 t

In the following→βη denotes the congruent (one-step reduction) relation generated by the four reduction
rules above and any contextC[]. But these reduction rules are not enough: different normalterms may
correspond to the same normal IMLL proof net. In order to makefurther identification we introduce the
following commutative conversion rule. Then we define the commutative conversion relation↔c:

C[let val (x,y)=t in u end] ↔c let val (x,y)=t inC[u] end
where FV(C[])∩{x,y}= /0 and CV(C[])∩FV(t) = /0

Let=c be the congruent equivalence relation generated by↔c and any contextC[]. Then we define→βηc

as the least relation satisfying the following rule:

t=c t’ t’→βη u’ u’=c u

t→βηc u

Then the following holds.

Proposition 2.1 (Church Rosser[11]) if t→βηc t’ andt→βηc u’ then for somew =c w’, t’→βηc w

andu’→βηc w’.

Furthermore we can easily prove that→βηc is strong normalizable as shown in [11]. We can conclude
that we have the uniqueness property for normal forms under→βηc up to=c.

Equality Rules Next we define our fundamental equality=βηc, which is given in [11] implicitly. The
equality=βηc is the smallest relation satisfying the following rules of the three groups:
(Relation Group)

(Refl)
Γ ⊢ t:A

Γ ⊢ t= t:A
(Sym)

Γ ⊢ t= s:A

Γ ⊢ s= t:A
(Trans)

Γ ⊢ t= s:A Γ ⊢ s= u:A

Γ ⊢ t= u:A

(Reduction Group)

(Eqc)
Γ ⊢ t:A t ↔c t’

Γ ⊢ t= t’:A
(Eqβη)

Γ ⊢ t:A t →βηc t’

Γ ⊢ t= t’:A

(Congruence Group)

(Eqλ )
x:A,Γ ⊢ t= t’:B

Γ ⊢ fn x=>t= fn x=>t’:A->B

(Eqap)
Γ ⊢ t= t’:A->B ∆ ⊢ s= s’:A

Γ,∆ ⊢ ts= t’s’:B

(Eqtup)
Γ ⊢ s= s’:A ∆ ⊢ t= t’:B

Γ,∆ ⊢ (s,t)= (s’,t’):A*B

(Eqlet)
Γ ⊢ s= s’:A*B x:A,y:B,∆ ⊢ t= t’:C

Γ,∆ ⊢ let val (x,y)=s in t end= let val (x,y)=s’ in t’ end:C
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The relationship between linearλ terms and IMLL proof nets We can prove the existence of a full
and faithful embedding from the equivalence classes of linear λ -terms up to=βηc into the set of normal
IMLL proof nets in the sense of [13]. The proof is given in Appendix A.1 with a brief introduction to
IMLL proof nets.

3 The Linear Distributive Transformation

In this section we recall some definitions and results in [13]. In [13], most results are given by IMLL
proof nets, not by the linearλ -calculus. But we have already given a full and faithful embedding from
linearλ -terms to IMLL proof nets. So those results can be used for thelinearλ -calculus freely.

Definition 3.1 A linear λ -term t is implicational if there are neitherlet constructors nor(− ,− )

constructors int.
A typeA is implicational if there are noA1∗A2 tensor subformulas inA. The order of an implicational
formulaA, order(A) is defined inductively as follows:

1. A is a propositional variable’a, thenorder(A) = 1.

2. A is A1-> · · ·->An->’a, thenorder(A) is

max{order(A1), . . .order(An)}}+1

The following proposition is the linear lambda calculus version of Corollary 2 in [13], which says that
any different two terms of a type can be mapped into differenttwo terms of another (but possibly the
same) type with lower order (more precisely, less than 4) without any tensor connectives injectively. The
purpose is to transform given terms into terms that can be treated easily.

Proposition 3.1 (Linear Distributive Transformation) LetA be a type ands1 ands2 be two different
closed terms ofA up to=βηc. Then there is a linearλ -termLDTr A such thatLDTr A s1 6=βηc LDTr A s2

and bothLDTr A s1 and LDTr A s2 are a closed term of an implicational typeA0 whose order is less
than four.

After obtaining two different closed termsLDTr A s1 andLDTr A s2 of the same implicational typeA0
with order less than four using the proposition, we apply a term s’ with poly-type A0->B, which is
defined in the next section, and we obtain

s’ (LDTr A s1)=βη t1 and s’ (LDTr A s2)=βη t2

such that two closed termst1 andt2 of type B are outputs of the intended specification. This is an
overview of our proof of Theorem 5.1(Strong Typed Böhm Theorem). In order to construct the terms’,
it is convenient to introduce a simple notion of model theory.

Definition 3.2 (The Second-order Linear Term System)(1) The language:

(a) A denumerable set of variablesVar: Elements ofVar are denoted by x1,x2, . . ..

(b) A denumerable set of second-order variablesSVar: Elements ofSVarare denoted by G1,G2, . . ..
Each element of G ofSVarhas its arityarity(G)≥ 1.

(2) The setSLT of the terms of the language is defined inductively:

(a) If x∈ Var then x∈ SLT.
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(b) If {t1, . . . , tn} ⊆ SLT, G∈ SVarhas arity n and ti and tj have disjoint variables for each i, j (i 6= j),
then G(t1, . . . , tn) ∈ SLT.

(3) Assignments:

(a) A variable assignment is a functionρ1 : Var→{0,1}.

(b) A second-order variable assignment is a functionρ2 from SVar to the setCP, whereCP is the set
of constant functions and (positive) projection functionson{0,1}n into {0,1} for each n≥ 1.

(4) Models: A model forSLT [|− |]〈ρ1,ρ2〉
: SLT→ {0,1} is determined uniquely for a given〈ρ1,ρ2〉 as

follows:

(a) [|x|]〈ρ1,ρ2〉
= ρ1(x).

(b) [|G(t1, . . . , tn)|]〈ρ1,ρ2〉
= ρ2(G)([|t1|]〈ρ1,ρ2〉

, . . . , [|tn|]〈ρ1,ρ2〉
).

We note that in the definition above, to each second-order variable, a constant function or a (positive)
projection is assigned. The following proposition is Proposition 25 in [13].

Proposition 3.2 Let s1,s2 be inSLT. If s1 6= s2 then there are a variable assignmentρ1 and a second-
order variable assignmentρ2 such that[|s1|]〈ρ1,ρ2〉

6= [|s2|]〈ρ1,ρ2〉
.

This proposition essentially uses linearity: for example we can not separatef (x) and f ( f ( f (x))) over
{0,1}. Then as observed in [13], we note that an implicational closed terms of a typeA whose order
is less than 4 is identified with an elements of SLT. So, without loss of generality, we can writes as a
closed linear term

fn x1=> · · ·=>fn xn=>fn G1=> · · ·=>fn Gm => s0

where the principal type ofs has the following form:

n
︷ ︸︸ ︷

’a01-> · · · ->’a0n->

(

k1
︷ ︸︸ ︷

’a11-> · · ·->’a1k1 ->’a10)-> · · ·->(

km
︷ ︸︸ ︷

’am1-> · · ·->’amkm->’am0)

->’a00 .

and each positive (resp. negative) occurrence of’ai j in the type has the corresponding exactly one
negative (resp. positive) occurrence of’ai j . Unlike the weak typed Böhm theorem in [13], each’ai j

will not be instantiated with the same type in main theorems in this paper: it may be instantiated with
an implicational type with higher order. For this reason we need the notion ofpoly-types, which will be
introduced in the next section.

4 Poly-Types

In this section we introduce the notion of poly-types, whichis the key concept in this paper. For that
purpose we need to introduce some notions.

Principal Type Theorem A type substitutionis a function from type variables to types. It is well-
known that any type substitution is uniquely extended to a function from types to types. A typeA is an
instance of a typeB if there is a type substitutionθ such thatA = Bθ . A type A is a principal type of a
linear termt if (i) for some typing contextΓ, Γ ⊢ t : A is derivable and (ii) whenΓ′ ⊢ t : A′ is derivable,
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A′ andΓ′ are an instance ofA andΓ respectively. By the definition, if bothA andA’ are principal types of
t, thenA is an instance ofA’ and vice versa. So we can callA the principal typeof t without ambiguity
and write it as PT(t). An untypedλ -termt is defined by the following syntax:

t ::= x | ts | fn x=>t | (t ,s) | let val (x,y)=s in t

An untyped linearλ -term t is an untypedλ -term such that each free or bound variable int occurs
exactly once int.

Proposition 4.1 If an untyped linearλ -termt is typable by the type assignment system in the previous
section, then it has the principal typePT(t)

Proof: By assumption, we have a derivation for the termt with a type. Then by applying an easily
modified version of the main result of [5] (see Section 7 of [5]) augmented with the∗ connective tot,
we have a derivation for the termt with the principal type.✷

Since our linearλ -calculus has thelet-constructor and the(− ,− ) constructor, any untypedλ -term
is not necessarily typable. A counterexample islet val (x,y)=fn z=>z in (x, y). If the system
has neither thelet-constructor nor the(− ,− ) constructor, then any untypedλ -term is typable (see
Theorem 4.1 of [8]).

Poly-types

Example 4.1 The following two terms are the basic constructs in [12]:
- fun True x y z = z x y;

- fun False x y z = z y x;

The termsTrue andFalse can be considered as the two normal terms of

BHM = ’a->’a->(’a->’a->’a)->’a.

The following term can be considered as anot gate forBHM:
- fun Not POLY p = p False True (fn f=>fn g=>(erase 3 g) f);

where
- fun I x = x;

- fun erase 3 p = p I I I;

We explain the reason in the following. The termNot POLY has typesA0->BHM andA1->BHM, where

A0= X0->Y0->(X0->Y0->Z0)->Z0 X0= A= Z0

Y0= P->(A->A)->(P->P)->(A->A)
P= (A->A)->(A->A) A= BHM

A1= X1->Y1->(Y1->X1->Z1)->Z1 Y1= A= Z1

X1= (A->A)->P->(P->P)->(A->A)

Observe thatA0 6= A1. Moreover it is easy to see that there is no type substitutionθ such thatθ(A0) =
θ(A1). On the other hand, two termsTrue andFalse have the principal types

’a->’b->(’a->’b->’c)->’c and ’a->’b->(’b->’a->’c)->’c,

respectively. Moreover, these types have instancesA0 andA1 respectively. As a result, two application
termsNot POLY True andNot POLY False have a typeBHM .
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Example 4.1 motivates the following definition.

Definition 4.1 Let t and s be two closed linearλ -terms such that⊢ t:A’->B’ and⊢ s:A are derivable
and for some type substitutionθ0, θ0(PT(t)) = A0->B andθ0(PT(s)) = A0. Then we say that the term
t is poly-typable byA->B w.r.t. s.

When t is poly-typable byA->B w.r.t. s, observe that⊢ t:A->B is not necessarily derivable. For
example, the termNot POLY is not typable byBHM->BHM , but is poly-typable byBHM->BHM w.r.t.
True andFalse respectively. But then note thatts has typeB in the usual sense. For example, both
Not POLY True andNot POLY False have typeBHM .

The importance of Definition 4.1 is the composability of two poly-typable terms. The proof of the
following proposition is easy.

Proposition 4.2 Let t be poly-typable byA->B w.r.t. two termss and s’ with typeA. Moreover let
t’ be poly-typable byB->C w.r.t. the two termst s andt s’. Then the termfn x=>(t’(t x)) are
poly-typable byA->C w.r.t s ands’.

We need a generalization of the definition above. Lett andsi (1 ≤ i ≤ n) be closed linearλ -terms
such that⊢ t:A’1-> · · ·->A’n->B’ and⊢ si:Ai are derivable. If for some type substitutionθ , we have
θ(PT(t)) = A’’1-> · · ·->A’’n->B andθ(PT(si)) = A’’i , then we say that the termt is poly-typable by
t:A1-> · · ·->An->B w.r.t. si .

Remark 1 Poly-types are used in [12] without referring to it explicitly. Let A be a uniform data type
consisting of exactly one type variable’a (for example,BHM = ’a->’a->(’a->’a->’a)->’a). In
general, the principal type of a closed term ofA is more general thanA. The basic idea is to utilize the
difference ingeniously. By using more general types, we canacquire more expressive power.

5 Strong Typed Böhm Theorem

In this section we prove the first main theorem of this paper: aversion ofthe typed B̈ohm theoremwith
regard to=βηc. First we give some preliminary results, which state that for any typesA andB having
at least one closed term, we can always represent any projection from A×·· ·× A to A and any constant
function fromA to B using the notion of poly-types.

Lemma 5.1 (Projection Lemma) LetA be a type having at least one closed term. For any typeB, there
is a closed termt that is poly-typable byA->(B->B) w.r.t. any closed terms of A such that

t s=βηc I

Proof: The termt that we are looking for has the following form:

fun t x0 = LDTr A x0

n
︷ ︸︸ ︷

I · · · I

m
︷ ︸︸ ︷

u1 · · · um;

whereLDTr A is the closed term obtained using Proposition 3.1 and the closed termuj is defined by

fun uj x1 · · ·xkj-1 xkj = x1 ( · · · (xkj-1 (xkj I)) · · ·);

for each j (1≤ j ≤ m). We note that the only occurrence ofI in uj is typed by’a->’a in the principal
typing, which implies that it can be typed byB->B. We also observe that the principal type of
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LDTr A s0 has the following form:

n
︷ ︸︸ ︷

’a01-> · · · ->’a0n->

(

k1
︷ ︸︸ ︷

’a11-> · · ·->’a1k1 ->’a10)-> · · ·->(

km
︷ ︸︸ ︷

’am1-> · · ·->’amkm->’am0)

->’a00 .

where each positive (resp. negative) occurrence of’ai j in the type has the corresponding exactly one
negative (resp. positive) occurrence of’ai j . Since the combinatorI is substituted for each bounded
variablesxi(1≤ i ≤ k j) in uj, the application term(ts) is reduced toI. Since the only occurrence ofI
in uj can be typed byB->B, the term(ts) can be typed byB->B. This means thatt can be poly-typed
by A->(B->B) w.r.t. any closed term of typeA. ✷

Note that a type variable’ai j may be instantiated with an implicational type of very higher order in the
termt. For this reason we need the notion ofpoly-types.

The following corollary, which is a generalization of the proposition above ton-ary case, is obtained
as a direct consequence of it.

Corollary 5.1 Let A be a type having at least one closed term. There is an i-th projection that is poly-

typable by

n
︷ ︸︸ ︷

A-> · · · ->A->A for each i(1≤ i ≤ n) and for any n.

Proof: Think

n
︷ ︸︸ ︷

A-> · · · ->A->A as

n−1
︷ ︸︸ ︷

A-> · · · ->A->(A->A). Then letbxi be

LDTr Axi

ni
︷ ︸︸ ︷

I · · · I

mi
︷ ︸︸ ︷

u1 · · · umi;

for i (0≤ i ≤ n−1). The termt that we are looking for has the following form:

fun t x0 · · ·xn-1 xn= bx0 ( · · · (bxn-2 (bxn-1 xn)) · · ·);

✷

Lemma 5.2 (Constant Function Lemma)Let A andB be types having at least one closed term. Letu

be a closed term ofB. Then there is a closed termt that is poly-typable byA->B w.r.t. any closed terms
of A such that

t s=βηc u

Proof: Let proj be the term which is poly-typable byA->(B->B) w.r.t. any closed terms of A
obtained using Lemma 5.1. The termt that we are looking for is the following term:

fun t x0 = proj x0 u

✷

Corollary 5.2 Let A be a type having at least one closed term. Lets be such a closed term. There is a

constant function that always returnss and is poly-typable by

n
︷ ︸︸ ︷

A-> · · · ->A->A for any n.
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Theorem 5.1 (Strong Typed B̈ohm Theorem) For any typesA and B, when any two different closed
termss1 ands2 of typeA and any closed termsu1 andu2 of typeB are given, there is a closed termt
that is poly-typable byA->B such that

t s1=βηc u1 andt s2=βηc u2

Proof: The termt that we are looking for has the following form:

fun t x0 = LDTr A x0

n
︷ ︸︸ ︷

v1 · · · vn

m
︷ ︸︸ ︷

w1 · · · wm;

By Proposition 3.1, we haveLDTr A s1 6=βηc LDTr A s2. Then sinceLDTr A s1 andLDTr A s2 are
typable by a common type with order less than four, as observed before, they are identified with terms
s1 ands2 in SLT respectively such thats1 6= s2. Then by Proposition 3.2, there are a variable assignment
ρ1 and a second-order variable assignmentρ2 such that[|s1|]〈ρ1,ρ2〉

6= [|s2|]〈ρ1,ρ2〉
. Then followingρ1, we

chooseu1 or u2 as the subtermvi (with typeB) of t for eachi (1≤ i ≤ n) and followingρ2, we choose

a constant function or a projection as the subtermwj (with poly-type

kj
︷ ︸︸ ︷

B-> · · ·->B->B) of t for each
j (1≤ j ≤ m). These constant functions and projections are obtained using Projection and Constant
Function Lemmas. Note that these constant functions and projections can be composed by
Proposition 4.2 such that the closed termt is poly-typable appropriately. It is obvious that the termt
has the desired properties.✷

Remark 2 Theorem 5.1 can be considered as a strong version of Corollary 6 in [13]. While Corollary 6
in [13] uses only uniform type instantiation, Theorem 5.1 uses poly-types. We can not prove Theorem 5.1
using only uniform type instantiation. Appendix B gives a discussion of this matter.

Corollary 5.3 Lets1 ands2 be two closed terms ofA. Then there is a closed termCopy A n such that

Copy A n s1=βηc (s1, · · ·,s1) Copy A n s2=βηc (s2, · · ·,s2)

wheres1 ands2 occur in(s1, · · · ,s1) and(s2, · · · ,s2) n times respectively.

Proof: In Theorem 5.1, one chooses

n
︷ ︸︸ ︷

A* · · ·*A asB, and then(s1, · · · ,s1) and(s2, · · · ,s2) asu1
andu2 respectively.✷

The next theorem claims that in a limited situation we can obtain a closed term representing a function
from closed terms of a type to closed terms that may not be typable by the same implicational type, but
arepoly-typableby the type.

Theorem 5.2 (Poly-type Version of Strong Typed B̈ohm Theorem) Let s1 ands2 denote two differ-
ent closed terms with typeA, andu1 andu2 denote two different closed terms which are poly-typable by
A0->B w.r.t. two closed termsr1 andr2 with typeA0 such that{u1 r1, u1 r2, u2 r1, u2 r2} is a set of
one or two closed terms (with type B). Then there is a closed term t that is poly-typable byA->A0->B
such that

t s1 ri=βηc u1 ri andt s2 ri=βηc u2 ri

for each i∈ {1,2}.
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Proof: By Proposition 3.1 there is a linearλ -termLDTr A such thatLDTr A s1 6=βηc LDTr A s2 and
these terms can be regarded as different linearly labeled treesT1 andT2 respectively. In the rest of the
proof, we assign a poly-typable first-order function to eachleaf (which represented a first order variable
in our proof of Theorem 5.1) and a poly-typable first-order orsecond-order function to each internal
node (which represented a second order variable in our proofof Theorem 5.1) inT1 andT2, following
the structure of treesT1 andT2. The purpose is to construct a closed termt such that each oft s1 and
t s2 represents a one argument boolean function satisfying the specification of the theorem. The main
tools are Projection and Constant Function Lemmas and the Strong Typed Böhm Theorem. We have
two cases according to the structure ofT1 andT2.

• The case where bothT1 anT2 have ann-ary second order variableF (n≥ 2) and a first or second
order variableG such thatG is aboveF in bothT1 andT2 and the position ofG in T1 is different
from that ofT2:
Furthermore, the case is divided into three cases. We assumethat we chooseF to be the nearest
one toG in T1 and the variable inT2 that has the same position asG in T1 is H.

– The case where there is a path from the root to a leaf, including G in T1 such that the path
does not includeH, and when we interchangeG andT1 with H andT2 respectively, the same
thing happens:
Without loss of generality, this case can be shown as Figure 1. The termt that we are
looking for has the following form:

fun t x0 y0 =

let val (x1, · · · ,xn)= Copy A0 n y0 in

LDTr A x0

n
︷ ︸︸ ︷

(v1 x1) · · · (vn xn)

m
︷ ︸︸ ︷

w1 · · · wm end;

where the subtermvi that is poly-typable byA0->B is obtained using Theorem 5.1,
representing a surjection from{r1,r2} to one or two element set
{u1 r1, u1 r2, u2 r1, u2 r2} for eachi (1≤ i ≤ n). The subtermwj that is poly-typable by

kj
︷ ︸︸ ︷

B-> · · ·->B->B for each j (1≤ j ≤ m) is constructed from Projection Lemma w.r.t. an
appropriate position except forG andH. For example the first argument projection is
assigned toF in Figure 1. ThenG andH are constructed in the following two steps:

1. First we construct termsmj with typeB->B using the Strong Typed Böhm Theorem
(Theorem 5.1). The functions forG andH are the constant, identity, or negation
functions, depending onu1 andu2. Note that in order to represent the negation
function we need the Strong Typed Böhm Theorem.

2. Second from usingmj, we constructwj using Constant Function Lemma in order to
discard the unnecessary arguments. The terms corresponding to G andH in Figure 1
discard the second argument.

– The case where (i) there is no any path from the root to a leaf, includingG in T1 such that
the path does not includeH and (ii) there is a path from the root to a leaf, includingH in T2

such that the path does not includeG:
We assume that the variable inT1 that has the same position asG in T2 is K. In this case, the
following additional properties hold:
(iii) There is no any path from the root to a leaf, includingG in T2 such that the path does

not includeK.
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Figure 1: Two different linearly labeled trees (1)

(iv) there is a path from the root to a leaf, includingK in T1 such that the path does not
includeG.

Otherwise, we can apply the immediately above case (replaceG andH by K andG
respectively). In the case,T1 andT2 have the form of Figure 2 or Figure 3 without loss of
generality. First we consider the case of Figure 2. The termt that we are looking for has the
following form:

fun t x0 y0 =

let val (x1, · · · ,xn)= Copy A0 n y0 in

LDTr A x0

n
︷ ︸︸ ︷

(v1 x1) · · · (vn xn)

m
︷ ︸︸ ︷

w1 · · · wm end;

where the subtermvi that is poly-typable byA0->B is obtained using the Strong Typed
Böhm Theorem (Theorem 5.1) for eachi (1≤ i ≤ n), representing a surjection from
{r1,r2} to one or two element set{u1 r1, u1 r2, u2 r1, u2 r2} and the subtermwj is

poly-typable by

kj
︷ ︸︸ ︷

B-> · · ·->B->B for each j (1≤ j ≤ m) obtained from Projection Lemma
except that four terms assigned toF , G, H, andK are selected according to the table
immediately below (and then Constant Function Lemma is applied in order to discard the
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unnecessary arguments):

u1 u2 argument G H K
choice ofF

const. const. left const. const. don’t care
const. id. left const. id. don’t care
const. neg. left const. neg. don’t care
id. const. right const. don’t care id.
neg. const right const. don’t care neg.
id. id. left id. id id.
neg. neg. left id. neg. dont’ care
id. neg. left neg. neg. dont’ care
neg. id. left neg. id. dont’ care

where id., neg., and const. mean the identity, negation, andconstant functions respectively.
The term “don’t care” means that we can choose any one argument function for that place.
In the case of Figure 3, the form of the termt is the same as Figure 2. The only difference is
that we assign one argument functions to the subtermsvis corresponding tox andy,
according to the instructions forH andK in the above table respectively. We can do the
assignment using Theorem 5.1.

Figure 2: Two different linearly labeled trees (2)

– Otherwise:
In this case, any path from the root to a leaf includingG (resp.H) in T1 (resp.T2) includes
H (resp.G) aboveG (resp.H). Without loss of generality, this case can be shown as
Figure 4. The termt that we are looking for has the following form:

fun t x0 y0 =

LDTr A x0

n
︷ ︸︸ ︷

v1 · · · vn

m
︷ ︸︸ ︷

w1 · · · wm (t0 y0);

wheret0 that is poly-typable byA0->B is obtained from the Strong Typed Böhm Theorem
(Theorem 5.1) which represents a surjection from{r1,r2} to one or two element set
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Figure 3: Two different linearly labeled trees (3)

{u1 r1, u1 r2, u2 r1, u2 r2}, the subtermvi is poly-typable byB->B obtained from
Constant Function Lemma for eachi (1≤ i ≤ n), and the subtermwj has type

kj
︷ ︸︸ ︷

C1-> · · ·-> Ckj->D for each j (1≤ j ≤ m) whereCi andD is poly-typable byB->B. The
subtermwj is constructed from Projection Lemma w.r.t. an appropriateposition except for
G andH. For example, in Figure 4, the first projection function is assigned toF. The terms
G andH are constructed by the following two steps:

1. First we construct a termmj with typeD using the Strong Typed Böhm Theorem
(Theorem 5.1). The functions forG andH are the constant, identity, or negation
functions, depending onu1 andu2. Note that in order to represent the negation
function we need the Strong Typed Böhm Theorem.

2. Second from usingmj, we constructwj using Constant Function Lemma in order to
discard the unnecessary arguments.

Figure 4: Two different linearly labeled trees (4)

• Otherwise:
The case is any of the degenerated versions of the cases above. We can apply the same discussion.

✷
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6 Functional Completeness of Linear Types: An Application of Strong
Typed Böhm Theorem

Strong typed Böhm theorem for the linearλ -calculus is not a theoretical non-sense. It has an algorithmic
content and at least one application: functional completeness of linear types.

Definition 6.1 Let A be a type that has two different closed termss1 ands2. A function f : {0,1}n →

{0,1} is represented by a closed termt that is poly-typable by

n
︷ ︸︸ ︷

A-> · · ·->A->A with regard tos1 ands2
if, for any 〈x1, . . . ,xn〉 ∈ {0,1}n and y∈ {0,1}

f (x1, . . . ,xn) = y ⇔ t x1 · · ·xn=βηc y

wherex1, . . . ,xn,y are the images of x1, . . . ,xn,y under the map{0 7→ s1, 1 7→ s2} respectively. The type
A is functionally complete with regard tos1 ands2 if any function f: {0,1}n →{0,1} is represented by
a closed term with regard tos1 ands2.

The following proposition is well-known.

Proposition 6.1 A typeA is functionally complete if and only if the Boolean not gate,the and gate, and
the duplicate function, i.e.,{0 7→ 〈0,0〉, 1 7→ 〈1,1〉} are represented overA.

So far Mairson [12] gave the functional completeness of typeBHM = ’a->’a->(’a->’a->’a)->’a

with regard to the two closed terms. Moreover van Horn and Mairson [9] gave the functional complete-
ness ofBTWIST*BTWIST with regard to its two closed terms, whereBTWIST = ’a*’a->’a*’a. In fact,
the following theorem holds.

Theorem 6.1 LetA be a type that has two different closed termss1 ands2. Then the typeA is function-
ally complete with regard tos1 ands2.

Proof: The representability of thenot gate and the duplicate function are a direct consequence of
strong typed Böhm theorem: while in thenotgate we chooseA asB in Theorem 5.1 ands2 ands1 asu1
andu2 respectively, in the duplicate function we chooseA*A asB and(s1,s1) and(s2,s2) asu1 and
u2 respectively.
On the other hand, by Constant Function Lemma (Lemma 5.2), there is a termt with poly-typeA->A
that represents the constant function{0 7→ 0, 1 7→ 0}. Then we chooseA->A asA0->B in Theorem 5.2
and we chooset andI= fn x=>x asu1 andu2 respectively. Then we get a termt’ that represents the
andgate.✷

Appendix C gives a functional completeness proof ofBHM, which is extracted from proofs shown above
and is slightly different from that of [12]. Note that our construction of functional completeness is not
compatible with the polymorphicλ -calculus by Girard and Reynolds (for example, see [7, 4]): For
example,Not HM can not be typed by∀’a.BHM ->∀’a.BHM . As far as we know, the only type that is
compatible with the polymorphicλ -calculus isBSeq= ’a->(’a->’a)->(’a->’a)->’a. Appendix D
gives the functional completeness proof ofBSeqthat is compatible with the polymorphic lambda calculus.
While the encoding derived from our proof of Theorem 6.1 is not compatible with the calculus, the
modified version given in Appendix D is compatible. It would be interesting to pursue this topic, i.e.,
whether or not other types are compatible with the polymorphic λ -calculus.
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7 Concluding Remarks

With regard to the functional completeness problem of the linearλ -calculus, Theorem 6.1 is not the end
of the story. For example, we have already found some better Boolean encodings than that given by
Theorem 6.1 (see Appendix D and [14]). We should discuss efficiency of various Boolean encodings in
the linearλ -calculus and relationships among them. Moreover the extension ton-valued cases instead of
the 2-valued Boolean case is open. Our result is the first steptoward these research directions.

Acknowledgments. The author thanks an anonymous referee, who pointed out the simplified
definition of the relation↔c.
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A The relationship between linearλ terms and IMLL proof nets

A.1 Brief Introduction to IMLL proof nets

In this appendix, we introduce IMLL proof nets briefly. For a complete treatment, for instance see [13].

Definition A.1 (Plain and signed IMLL formulas) The plain IMLL formulas are defined in the follow-
ing grammar:

A ::= p|A⊗B|A−◦B

where p is called a propositional variable. A signed IMLL formula has the form A+ or A−, where A is a
plain IMLL formula.

Definition A.2 (Links) A link is an object with a few signed IMLL formulas. Any link isany of ID-,
⊗+-, ⊗−-, −◦+-, or −◦−-link shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Links

Definition A.3 (IMLL proof nets) An IMLL proof net is defined inductively as shown in Figure 6.

Definition A.4 (Reduction rules) Reduction rules for an IMLL proof net have two kinds: one is multi-
plicative shown in Figure 7 and the otherη shown in Figure 8.

The reduction relation over IMLL proof nets induced by thesereduction rules is strong normalizing and
confluent. So we can obtain a unique normal form of any IMLL proof net. For two IMLL proof nets
Θ1 andΘ2, Θ1 is equal toΘ2 (denoted byΘ1 = Θ2) if there is a bijective map from the signed IMLL
formula occurrences in the normal form ofΘ1 to that ofΘ2 such that the map preserves the link structure
(for the complete treatment, see [13]).

A.2 A full and faithful embedding of the linear λ -calculus into IMLL proof nets

First we define our translationJ−K of linearλ -terms into IMLL proof nets by Figure 9, where we identify
IMLL proof nets up to= defined by Definition 14 in [13] (or Appendix A.1). Then the following
proposition holds.

Proposition A.1 If t→βηc t’ then,JtK = Jt’K.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/BF02023009
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Figure 6: IMLL proof nets
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Figure 7: Multiplicative reduction rules

Figure 8:η reduction rules
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Figure 9: Translation of Linearλ -Terms into IMLL proof nets

Figure 10: Translation ofβ -redexes
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Figure 11: Translation ofη-redexes

Proof: Whent→β t’, Figure 10 proves the proposition. Whent→η t’, we consider Figure 11. In
Figure 11, we normalize IMLL proof netsΘ andΠ. Then the proposition should be obvious. When
t↔c t’, t andt’ are translated into the same IMLL proof net in each case.✷

Moreover if botht andt’ are normal forms of linearλ -terms with regard to→βηc, then when¬(t=βηc

t’), it is obvious thatJtK 6= Jt’K. So we have established the faithfulness. On the other hand,for any
IMLL proof net Θ whose conclusion is a type of the linearλ -calculus, it is easy to show that there is
a linearλ -term t such thatJtK = Θ. So we have established the fullness. Therefore we concludethe
existence of a full and faithful embedding stated above. So we can identify a normal linearλ -term with
the corresponding normal IMLL proof net. We treat=βηc as the legitimate equality of linearλ -terms.
Note that whileη-normal forms are natural in the linearλ -calculus,η-long normal forms are natural in
the proof net formalism.

B Why Need Poly-Types?

In this appendix, we show that the method of [13] can not be extended without poly-types.
We letBHM = ’a->’a->(’a->’a->’a)->’a andBSeq= ’a->(’a->’a)->(’a->’a)->’a and

fun True x y z = z x y;

fun False x y z = z y x;

fun TrSeq x f g = g (f x);

fun FlSeq x f g = f (g x);

The termsTrue andFalse are closed terms ofBHM andTrSeq andFlSeq are that ofBSeq. Then we
show that for any typeA, we cannot find a closed terms of typeBSeq[A/’a]->BHM such that

s TrSeq=βηc True and s FlSeq=βηc False .

We suppose that there is such a closed terms. ThenA must beBHM . Moreover there must be closed
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termsf andg of typeBHM->BHM such that

f(gt)=βηc True and g(ft)=βηc False

wheret is True or False. Butf andg must beidentityor not gate, becauseBHM->BHM does not allow
any constant functions. This is impossible.

C Functional Completeness ofBHM

The termsNot HM, Copy HM, And HM below are derived from our construction.
fun True x y z = z x y;

fun False x y z = z y x;

fun I x = x;

fun u 2 x1 x2 = x1 (x2 I);

fun u 3 x1 x2 x3 = x1 (x2 (x3 I));

fun proj 1 x1 x2 = x2 I I u 2 x1;

fun Not HM x = x False True proj 1;

fun LDTr Pair p x y f z w h l

= let val (u,v) = p in l (u x y f) (v z w h) end;

fun proj Pair 1 x1 x2 = LDTr Pair x2 I I u 2 I I u 2 u 2 x1;

fun Copy HM x = x (True,True) (False,False) proj Pair 1;

fun const F x = x I I (u 2) False;

fun And HM x y = let val (u,v) = Copy HM y in

x (I u) (const F v) proj 1 end;

D Functional Completeness ofBseq

The termsNotSeq, CopySeq, AndSeq below are compatible with the polymorphic lambda calculus of
Girard-Reynolds.
fun TrSeq x f g = g (f x);

fun FlSeq x f g = f (g x);

fun NotSeq h x f g = h x g f;

fun constTr h x f g = g (f (h x I I));

fun conv h z = let val (f,g) = h in let val (x,y) = z

in (f x,g y) end end;

fun CopySeq x =

x (TrSeq,TrSeq) (conv (NotSeq,NotSeq)) (conv (constTr,constTr));

fun constFlFun h k x f g = f (g (k (h FlSeq x I I) I I));

fun idFun h k x f g = k (h TrSeq x I I) f g;

fun AndSeq x = x I constFlFun idFun;
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